
 

TALKABOUT  MT352TPR  

3 RADIO BUNDLE 

The Motorola Talkabout MT352TPR is equipped to secure 

functionality by guarding against extreme weather and harsh 

environments. With a range of up to 35 miles, it is perfect for your 

active outdoor excursions as well as life’s everyday adventures. 

Take them on your next hunting, camping or hiking trip and stay 

connected no matter what the season. 

Features and Benefits 

WEATHERPROOF 

With an IP-54** rating, the MT series flaunts its weatherproof ID design making it ideal for protection not only from dust, but from wet 

weather conditions be it snow or rain splashes. Its emergency alert feature, built-in LED flashlight and NOAA*** weather alert channels 

provide a total emergency preparedness communication solution.  

 

TALKABOUT CLEAR 

Boasting a high efficiency class D amplifier, the MT series radio delivers enhanced sound quality by reducing distortion at high volumes. 

 

EXTRA POWER WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST 

Push-To-Talk Power Boost, when activated, allows you to extend the transmission range by increasing the transmitter power output 

while saving battery life when no power boost is necessary. 

 

HANDS-FREE COMMUNICATION 

When you are hiking up a steep mountain trail, you really need to keep your hands free to brace the rocky terrain. With iVOX acting like 

a speakerphone and allowing hands-free communication, you can keep on moving without stopping to answer a call. 

 

EASY CHARGE 

Designed to fit every lifestyle, the MT350 allows you the convenience of charging many distinct ways. Use the provided mini-USB 

charger for portable convenience, great for charging at home or to take along to recharge in a hotel. While on the go, you can use our 

mini-USB car charger. If you are not on the move, the desktop charger is a good option, or simply use a mini-USB PC cable to charge 

from your PC when no power outlet is available. (Desktop Charger, Mini-USB car and PC cables are sold separately.) If none of these 

options are available, you can simply drop in standard alkaline batteries and you’re ready to start talking. 

 

SILENT SIGNALS 

The VibraCall™ silent vibrating ringer is especially useful for locations where ringing can be intrusive. This feature is also great when 

noise from a sporting event would drown out your ring tone. 

 

ECO SMART 

The collective energy wasted in powering handheld electronics has become a Global issue. Most of the energy wasted while charging a 

mobile device occurs within the charge. On an individual basis, the amount of energy wasted per year is negligible. However, there are 

hundreds of millions of chargers in use today. The large‐scale incorporation of energy efficient chargers benefits the planet both 

economically and environmentally. The MT series does its part by using the latest technological design to produce a high efficiency wall 

adaptor which consumes one half watt of power during idle conditions. 

 

MT350TPR includes: 

 

• 3 radios 

• 3 NiMH rechargable battery packs 

• 3 belt clips 

• 1 Y cable wall adapter with 2 mini-USB connectors 

• 1 Emergency Preparedness checklist sheet 

• 1 user guide 

• 1 accessories sheet 



 
POWER 
Battery save/power save Push-to-Talk (PTT) power boost 
Yes Yes 
 
Rechargeable Battery type 
Yes 3AA, NiMH battery pack 
 
Battery meter Charging method 
Yes Drop-in charger (cradle) (sold separately) 
 
Battery life 
15 hr. alkaline or 10 hr. NiMH estimated battery life 
 

 

PAGER FEATURES 
Priority scan 
Yes 
 

INTERFACE 
 
Keypad tones Vibrate 
Yes Yes 
 
Flashlight Backlight 
Yes 10 regular 
 
Alerts Keypad lock 
Battery meter, Channel busy, Low battery, Yes 
Talk confirmation (roger beep) 
 

 

AUDIO 
Volume control Auto squelch 
Knob Yes 
 
Quiet Talk filter 
Yes 
 

 

GENERAL 
Hands-free communication Weather alerts 
VOX with accessory, iVOX without accessory Yes 
 
Channels Privacy codes 
22 121 
 
Weather channels Range (optimum conditions) 
11 Weather Channels (7 NOAA) with feature up to approx. 35 miles 
 


